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US tax reform effort
moves to centre stage
Speed read
The healthcare debacle raised the stakes dramatically for the
White House and the Congressional Republicans to enact into
law a big, bold tax reform plan – which means that tax reform has
turned into a must-win situation for them. The Congressional
Republicans, who look forward nervously to the 2018 midterm
elections where every member of the House and one third of
senators face the electorate, believe they need to show that they
can accomplish at least one of the big things they promised. This
issue is so important to President Trump that he has begun to
travel the country holding campaign-style rallies to promote
overhauling the ‘broken’ tax code. There are, however, many
obstacles which lie in the path of achieving their joint goal.
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ow that the effort to repeal and replace Obamacare
has failed, both the White House and the Republicans
in Congress badly need a legislative ‘win’ that President
Trump can sign into law. The big question is whether
the effort to reform the US tax code will be that victory.
And the answer to that question depends in large part on
whether the Congressional Republicans can manoeuver a
tax reform bill through a brutal fall legislative calendar full
of potential landmines. If they cannot do that, enactment
of tax reform will be delayed until at least 2018 (and
because 2018 is a midterm election year, perhaps even
later).
The White House and Congressional Republicans need
a legislative success

On 27 July, after a series of floor votes taken over
several days, the effort to repeal and replace, or at least
substantially modify, Obamacare ended in failure. At
that point, Mitch McConnell, the Republican Senate
majority leader, acknowledged defeat. McConnell told
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a packed Senate chamber that they would for now
put aside the effort to repeal or substantially modify
Obamacare, turning instead after the August recess to the
consideration of tax reform.
Consequently, tax reform has now become a mustwin situation for Congressional Republicans. The 2018
midterm elections put every seat in the House and
one third of the seats in the Senate in play (although
practically the power of incumbency limits the number
of truly competitive races). Having failed at the effort to
repeal and replace Obamacare, the Republicans fear a
wave of retribution at the polls unless they can deliver
at least one of the big things they promised in the 2016
election, and tax reform looks like the best chance for
them to do that. Moreover, this issue is so important to
President Trump that he has started travelling the country
holding campaign-style rallies to promote overhauling the
‘broken’ tax code.
There are, however, a daunting array of obstacles
which lie in the path of achieving this goal. Congress will
return from its August recess to face numerous competing
political and procedural priorities, including:
reaching agreement on a new budget resolution
blueprint;
increasing the debt ceiling (possibly to include
Hurricane Harvey disaster relief);
reauthorising a popular children’s health insurance
programme; and
passing a resolution to continue funding the federal
government past the end of September (in order to
avoid a partial shutdown of the government).
(See the chart overleaf.)

Tax reform has now become a must-win
situation for Congressional Republicans
... however, a daunting array of obstacles
lie in the path of achieving this goal
Each of these legislative targets provides myriad
opportunities for ‘hostage-taking’ by groups within both
the Democrat and Republican parties, who will seek to
exploit the narrow Republican majorities to achieve their
own ends. Already, the Republican Freedom Caucus
(the right wing of the Republican party in the House)
and the Republican Tuesday Group (the left wing of the
Republican party in the House) have made contradictory
demands on tax reform. And because the Democrats
remain the ‘party of no’, they will undoubtedly put up as
many procedural roadblocks as possible as the process
moves along.
The Republicans face major procedural issues

Beyond these challenges, the Republican tax reform effort
also faces significant procedural roadblocks. With only a
two-vote majority in the Senate, Republicans lack the 60
votes needed to break a Democrat ‘filibuster’ (a refusal to
end debate on a piece of legislation). They must therefore
proceed under the special ‘reconciliation’ rules that
allow budget resolutions (including tax legislation that is
part of a budget) to be passed with only a majority vote.
Congressional budget procedural rules, however, allow
only one budget resolution to be pending at any one time;
and, because the current budget resolution deals only
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with healthcare, Congressional tax reform ambitions must
wait until the healthcare debate is fully laid to rest and/or
formally abandoned. Consequently, a formal decision to
drop healthcare and pivot to tax will be needed soon. Even
if such a formal decision is taken, the disputes within the
Republican party over spending and the specifics of the
pending fiscal year 2018 budget resolution would have to
be resolved before the process can go forward.
And even if the process overcomes these scheduling
issues, it must play out within the constraints of budget
reconciliation rules, which prohibit deficit impacts outside
a ten year budget window, and the highly technical ‘Byrd
rule’ strictures, which prohibit policy making that does
not have a revenue related impetus. In addition, other
issues will pit Democrat and Republican deficit hawks
against members who style themselves as innovative
promoters of a growth agenda: these include fights
over ‘dynamic’ (as opposed to ‘static’) revenue scores;
and ‘current law’ baselines (that assume the temporary
provisions in the tax code would be allowed to lapse,
thereby ending their cost) rather than ‘current policy’
baselines (that assume those provisions would continue
indefinitely without accounting for their cost).
Even within the Republican party, there are significant
divisions with respect to the fiscal deficit. On the one
hand, Freedom Caucus hardliners are arguing for ‘deficit
neutral’ rather than ‘revenue neutral’ accounting, a
distinction that could allow over a trillion dollars in extra
tax cuts without offsetting spending cuts or tax increases.
The Republican Tuesday Group leaders, on the other
hand, worry that Republicans and their business allies
will be tarred with the accusation that they are cutting aid
to the poor to pay for tax cuts for big corporations and
wealthy individuals. Resolution of these technical disputes
(and the associated backroom tradeoffs) may well be as
important to the outcome as the actual policy components
of the bill.
Finally, all of this will collide with an aggressively
aspirational White House timeline that looks to negotiate
and pass tax reform sometime between late November and
the end of this calendar year.
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rather than as ‘temporary’ changes which would expire at
the end of the ten year budget reconciliation period.
However, the most notable development in the five
paragraph big six joint statement was dropping the
proposed border adjustable tax (BAT) on imports. Because
the US imports more than it exports by substantial
margins, the proposed tax on imports would have
raised significantly more revenue than the proposed
tax exemption for exports would have lost. House
speaker Ryan had suggested the BAT a year ago as the
centrepiece of the House Republican plan in an effort
to accelerate economic growth and protect American
manufacturers. The BAT idea was strongly opposed by
retailers, energy companies and even many Republican
senators; and, President Trump was cool to the idea as
well. Consequently, the BAT has now been abandoned,
despite initial revenue scores suggesting it would raise
$1.2trn towards the multi-trillion dollar cost of the tax
reform effort over the ten year budget reconciliation
period.
The loss of a projected $1.2trn in revenue over
the ten year budget horizon puts the use of the
reconciliation process at risk. Under the rules applicable
to reconciliation, the proposed spending and revenue
measures cannot result in an increased budget deficit
beyond the ten year budgetary window. Obviously, the
loss of so much projected revenue from the abandonment
of BAT makes this much more difficult to accomplish
(and may significantly limit the amount of tax reduction
that can be provided). Without the revenue from the BAT
or some other source, there is general consensus among
revenue estimators that the corporate tax rate could only
be cut to somewhere in the range of 26% to 28% if the
current reconciliation rules continue to apply.

The most notable development in the
big six joint statement was dropping the
proposed border adjustable tax (BAT)
on imports

The ‘big six’

This precarious balance helps to explain why each
successive outline for tax reform has retreated further
from specifics and moved more towards general
principles. Starting with the House Blueprint, which
we discussed in our first article in this series on US tax
reform (see Tax Journal, 16 November 2016), moving to
the Trump campaign proposals (see Tax Journal, 8 May
2017) and then most recently the big six joint statement
on tax reform, each iteration of the tax reform proposals
has become increasingly amorphous. The so-called ‘big
six’ (comprised of four Republican Congressional leaders
and two Trump administration principals: House speaker
Paul Ryan, Senate majority leader McConnell, House
Ways and Means Committee chair Kevin Brady, Senate
Finance Committee chair Orrin Hatch, Treasury secretary
Steven Mnuchin and National Economic Council director
Gary Cohn) have been meeting regularly since May. On
27 July, they issued a joint statement on tax reform which
set forth broad tax reform principles, including tax relief
for American families, lower tax rates for all American
businesses so they can better compete with foreign
businesses and a special lower rate for small pass-through
businesses. All of these changes would be made with a
‘preference for permanence’ in changes to the tax code,
| 8 September 2017

The promise of a ‘preference for permanence’ to tax
code changes has been tested by continuing reports that
the White House will accept short term cuts if necessary
to get around the Byrd Rule and other budget restraints.
The big six joint statement also promised
‘unprecedented expensing’, which has been interpreted
as falling short of speaker Ryan’s ambition for immediate
expensing on most capital expenditures. That policy was
expected to cost $1.1trn, and was to be partially offset by
$700bn raised by eliminating the deductibility of interest
for business debt. However, significant concerns have
been raised by coalitions of debt heavy industries ranging
across real estate, utilities, equipment leasing, telecoms,
agriculture and finance, to name a few. Also, President
Trump has publicly expressed his own ‘preference’ for
keeping the deduction for interest expense in the tax code.
Where will the revenue come from to finance the cuts?

All of which begs the question: with the two principal
revenue raisers either down or out, where is the revenue
going to come to pay for the rate cuts, let alone other
significant reforms (such as adopting a territorial
approach to taxing offshore business profits and
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Milestones for US tax reform
Tax reform process

Required
for tax
reform

House

FY 2017 Budget resolution

June

July

FY 2018 Budget process

(FY 2018 Budget resolution to include reconciliation instructions for tax reform)

19 July
Passage in House budget
committee
May

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

SCHIP, FAA, FFIP
reauthorisations

Necessary
fiscal
legislation

Jan 2018

Feb

Mar

April

May

White House anticipated
completion of tax reform

27 July
‘Big six’ shared tax reform
template

26 April
White house unveils
tax reform principles

Conference

?

(Includes reconciliation instructions for ACA repeal, and needs to conclude before
FY 2018 Budget resolution adopted)

April

Senate

Continuing resolution to
fund gov. operations

(Short term extension?)

?

(Short term extension?)

?

(Short term extension?)

?

(Appropriations bills not yet passed)

Debt ceiling

Other competing objectives

Financial reg reform
Potential introduction of
housing finance reform

June 8
Passage of the Financial
CHOICE Act

Other
Congressional
events
May 17
Appointment of Robert Mueller
as special counsel

April

Key events
and
deadlines

May

21 April
Executive
order to review
‘midnight’
regulations
22 May
President’s
budget released

?

Russia investigation

Search for new IRS commissioner

Presidential nominations (Senate)

Recess

?

ACC repeal/replace and/or individual market stabilisation package
July 29
Skinny repeal fails

Recess

June

7 July
Treasury list
of targeted
‘midnight’
regulatons

July

Mid-term election
campaign season

Fed chair nomination

Recess

Aug

Recess

Sept

Oct

16 Aug
NAFTA
renegiotations
talks begin
28 July
Notice 2017-36
delays sec. 385
documentation
requirements
until 2019

Nov

Recess

Recess

Dec

Jan 2018

5 Feb
Deadline
for White
House budget
submission

23 Dec
Koskinen
term as IRS
commissioner
expires
1 Oct
FY 2018 starts
(government
shutdown?)

Feb

31 Jan
Yellen term as
chair of Fed
expires

Recess

Recess

Mar

April

Recess

May

15 April
Congress
scheduled to
complete action
on FY 2019 budget
resolution

Source: T. Max O’Neil & Thomas Mullins III of Sullivan & Cromwell LLP

simplifying the individual rate structure)? While the
White House and some Congressional Republicans say
they are amenable to some level of deficit financing, there
is reluctance among many members and the big six as well
to do so. For example, majority leader McConnell told
reporters in May: ‘It will have to be revenue neutral …
We have a $21trn debt.’
With respect to corporate tax rates, the Republicans
may find it hard to deliver as big a drop in the top
corporate tax rate as some have promised in the past.
President Trump is still talking about a corporate tax rate
of 15%. Recently, Senate Finance Committee chair Hatch
described a 25% corporate tax rate as a ‘challenge’ and
the president’s 15% proposal as ‘very unlikely’. And there
remains the issue of whether there should be a tax rate
schedule where the tax rate for pass-through businesses
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will be less (perhaps significantly less) than the tax rate
for corporations; the problem here is that such a disparate
rate structure could lead to all sorts of efforts to game
the system.

The process underway for tax reform
would not be recognisable to civics
classes taught in US schools
The process underway for tax reform would not
be recognisable to civics classes taught in US schools.
The US constitution dictates that all revenue bills must
originate in the House. ‘Regular order’ would see that bill
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proceed to the Senate and have differences between the
House and Senate resolved in a Conference Committee.
The compromise bill would then be voted on by both
chambers and, if passed, would be sent to the president
for his signature. The big six joint statement states that
the tax reform legislation should follow such regular
order, which would be a major departure from the
failed effort to repeal and replace Obamacare. In reality,
though, because it would be risky to count on any
Democrat support at all, the House bill drafters, where
the regular order process would begin, will need to pay
close attention to arcane Senate reconciliation rules
that, among other restraints, bar increased deficits in
years outside the budget ‘window’ (ten years by current
tradition).
Beyond impatience with the political uncertainty that
frustrates business planning, the US business community
remains very much behind lowering tax rates. In fact,
the influential Business Roundtable has begun a major
advertising/lobbying effort to remind the members
of Congress of the need to improve international
competiveness for US companies by lowering corporate
tax rates. Also, the Treasury Department tax team has
started to fall in place. David Kautter, a retired EY
executive, has been confirmed as the assistant secretary
for tax policy, and has been joined by Dana Trier, a retired
Wall Street law firm partner, as the deputy assistant
secretary for tax policy. Kautter has experience on the
Capitol Hill and Trier served as the Treasury Department
tax legislative counsel in a prior administration.

After the collapse of the effort to repeal
and replace Obamacare, the Republicans
cannot afford to fail again, particularly
on what has been their signature issue,
taxes
Where does this leave us?

Notwithstanding the obstacles facing tax reform in
the Congressional fall calendar, do not count the
Republicans out just yet. After the collapse of the effort
to repeal and replace Obamacare, the Republicans
cannot afford to fail again, particularly on what has
been their signature issue, taxes. Although right now the
outlook for the enactment of tax reform legislation is not
particularly promising and the path forward is full of
significant hurdles, the potential payoff to Republicans,
in terms of future electoral success (resulting from using
tax reform to deliver a level of economic growth that
increases productivity, wages and living standards for the
American voters), will encourage President Trump and
the Republicans in Congress to do everything they can to
make tax reform happen. ■
The views above are those of the co-authors and do not
necessarily represent the views of Sullivan & Cromwell LLP.
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Five recent
highlights…

1. Tax policy in the run-up to Brexit

Former HMRC tax policy guru Sam Mitha
CBE explains how and why the government
will have to use tax policy to safeguard the
economy.

2. Making tax vanish?

Researcher Maya Forstater considers a
recent Oxfam report which highlights the
problem as to what constitutes corporate
tax avoidance.

3. Practical issues following Rangers
Karen Cooper (Cooper Cavendish)
consider what the recent Supreme Court
ruling means for other EBT structures.

4. Tax in a changing world of work

Helen Miller of the IFS examines tax and
the changing patterns of work.

5. The DPT two years on

KPMG’s Mario Petriccone
& Nick Gurteen examine
how HMRC is applying the
diverted profits tax regime.
To access all articles, visit www.taxjournal.com/highlights.
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